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Despite the inevitable uncertainties within the real
estate market, having a qualified and reputable player
in your corner is among one of the first steppingstones
to ensure your success in today’s vigorous market.
Broker, Alex Mereby, with Century 21 Showtime Realty
Ltd. exhibits just that.
Keeping up to date with the national and global trends,
Mereby takes pride in being able to assist prospective
home buyers and sellers with thoughtful guidance
throughout one of the biggest investments in their
lives. Mereby’s objective is to ensure his clients are
cared for before, during and after their transaction.
With a background in finance, Mereby is able to assist
his clientele beyond the average Realtor. Now that
things are returning back to pre-pandemic normalities,
most individuals are left with questions on how the
real estate market is adapting. While there is no
definite answer, Mereby is able to take his years of
experience and educate his clients on their fears and
hesitations.
Mereby has great love for Windsor-Essex and the
surrounding communities. He is a father to three bright
children, Jason, Mark, and Mia, and is a wonderful
husband to his wife Natalie. He is committed to
growing his family roots and investing in our gorgeous
emerging city. As a top producing broker, Mereby
holds himself at the highest level and understands the
importance of caring for his clients.
“People trust me, I help guide them during a new and
exciting journey. I am very grateful for the role that I
am in. It truly brings me joy,” explains Mereby.
Trust a local realtor who understands the market and
the area. Service can be provided in English, French,
and Arabic. To learn more on how Alex can be of
service to you, give him a call directly at 519-567-1117.

What Alex is Wearing:
Sport Coat: Coppley
Shirt: Emanuel Berg
Puff: Dion Neckwear
Jeans: Paige
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